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Abstract 

The word Limbu roughly translates as an archer or ‘the bearer of bows and arrows.’ They belong 

to the ruler’s scheme. Political antagonism has resulted in their land being divided into two; 

thereby making the Limbu a community that straddles the two nations of Nepal and India. 

Therefore, the folk music of the Limbus is central to understanding their cultural elements, 

including their worldview, relationships, traditions, roles and practices.  

 Now a days, the Limbu is utilizing and recreating their traditional culture with music as a 

medium of entertainment, which helps preserve ancient traditions in the modern age. Today, 

Limbu folk songs are influenced by modern music which have taken away the ancient vibe of the 

songs. Limbus new generation were quite unaware about their indigenous songs. Most of the 

Limbu people were unable to speak Limbu language in which all their rituals are done and songs 

are sung. Many existing knowledge about the Limbu community focused on the historical and 

social aspects of the Limbu community, there is hardly any literature that has mentioned the music 

of the Limbu community. Literature specifically based on Limbu folk songs are rarely maintained 

and which is very essential as far as the study of Limbu Music is concerned. Should examine the 

melodic structure of Limbu Folk songs in the context of Hindustani Thata with the meaning of 

Limbu Folk Songs. 
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The Limbu: The name Limbu is an exonym of an uncertain origin. The word Limbu 

roughly translates as an archer or ‘the bearer of bows and arrows.’ They belong to the ruler’s 

scheme. Political antagonism has resulted in their land being divided into two; thereby making the 

Limbu a community that straddles the two nations of Nepal and India. Therefore, the folk music 

of the Limbus is central to understanding their cultural elements, including their worldview, 

relationships, traditions, roles and practices.  

It’s really difficult to get a holistic view regarding the origin of the Limbu tribe. Weaving the 

fragments of oral histories and popular memories, we can come to some conclusions like they 

might be the ancestors of the Aryans, or had fought against them. They belong to the family of the 

Kirats as found in the Rig Veda or the Mahabharata. They also might have migrated from Tibet or 

from China. There is a widely accepted theory of Kirat origins which states that; the Limbus have 

descended from Kirat Ashura, who once fought against the Aryans. The most accepted theory in 

this context is the view that the Limbus are immigrants from Tibet. They believe that they once 

lived in their kingdom called the ‘Limbuwan’. 

 Limbus called themselves ‘Yakthumba’ or ‘Yokthumba’ or the head of the hill tribe, and 

are Yumaist by faith. They believe in their supreme God Tagera Ningwaphuma but the deity Yuma 

is the most important and popular among the Limbus and is worshiped on all occasions. The 

Limboo tribal society is an autonomous social conglomeration, followers of an ancient religion 
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called Yumaism (J.R.Subba, 2012). This religion called Yumaism has been practiced by the 

Limbus throughout history. A.B.Subba (2016), in his book ‘History, Growth and Development of 

Limboo Language: A Present Context in Sikkim’ has mentioned that the Limboos are animistic in 

faith and belief system, who worship nature and not the idol.  

 Struggling with their own indigenous culture and religion, the Limbus have marked their 

own identity. Starting from a hunter-gatherer tribe, they have successfully evolved to fight with 

the main strength and have developed today in socio-economic status. Yet, they are a repertoire 

of their own culture marked by their religion. They have distinct cultures, customs and traditions 

(A.B.Subba, 2016). To talk about their festivals, most of them are of mythological origin. All the 

folk dances and community festivals carry the impressions of human imagination about their deity 

Yuma. 

 So, as far as the festivals of Limboo society is concerned, all the religious festivals 

originated from Mundhum (mythic structure or symbolic structure) (J.R.Subba, 2015). He, in his 

book, has also mentioned that “The Mundhum alone is the source of origin of a number of religious 

festivals of the Limboo society”. Their festivals encompass mythical storytelling and the 

performance of the rituals and not just the traditional methods of entertainment. In context of this, 

the folk music of the Limbus reflects the depth of the cultural concepts that exist within the tribe. 

It displays kinship structures, relationships, ritualistic beliefs, creation myths and the creative 

function for relationships with physical and spiritual beings. 

Ethnic Limbu folk songs are called Samlo. There are a variety of folk songs genres, but 

Paalam Samlo always tops the Limbu repertoire. Paalam is sung while doing chores, working in 

the fields, or during social events like weddings and festivals. But it is associated the most with 

Ya?lak (paddy dance). Limbu folk song genres such as Mundhum, Tamokay Damkey, Haak-

Paarey, Paalam, Tumya hang Samlo, Sarek and Khayali, while being traditionally recreational, 

also depict social life, and emphasized a balance of intellectual, emotional and spiritual processes. 

Their traditional songs, which are centuries old, still bring the community together for social 

activities or ceremonies. All genres of Limbu folk music present a different understanding of their 

lifestyle and the songs have been transformed from one generation to another orally. As Limbu 

society evolved, their music has diversified into various genres that bear both social and religious 

context. 

 

Problem of research  

Now a days the Limbu folk songs are influenced by modern music which have taken away the 

ancient vibe of the songs. 

While doing the pilot project, many villages had been visited where the Limbus people along with 

new generation were quite unaware about their songs and also the meaning of Limbu folk songs. 

Most of the Limbu people were unable to speak Limbu language in which all their rituals are done 

and songs are sung. 

Research gaps  

Many existing knowledge about the Limbu community focused on the historical and social aspects 

of the Limbu community, there is hardly any literature that has mentioned the music of the Limbu 
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community. Literature specifically based on Limbu folk songs are rarely maintained and which is 

very essential as far as the study of Limbu Music is concerned. 

Objectives  

To examine the melodic structure of Limbu Folk songs in context of North Indian Classical Thaat. 

To translate and understand the meaning of Limbu Folk Songs. 

 

Findings: For the collection of data, an interview was taken with R.L.Subba (Limbu Folk singer, 

Shaman, Radio A grade artist) on 18th July, 2022. Near Pelling, Gangtok, Sikkim, India 

 

(Photos with Limbu Folk Artist R.L. Subba  during the interview) 

The Limbu folk songs are categorized in various forms and styles which are headed below: 

MUNDHUM 

Mundhum is basically a verse transmitted orally from generation to generation till the art of writing 

was introduced and thus was referred to as oral Mundhum (Thuthur Veda) – Mohan Kumar 

Thumbahang (2020). Mundhum is recognized as the very first song of the Limboos. Their God 

Tagera Ningwaphu and Purog Niyamthami created the world and the first human named Mujingna 

Khiyongna (a woman) who is popularly known as Yuma, and then a male called Sodhung Lepmuba 

Akashdewa. Their genealogy continued spreading the Limbus, and according to a folk tale, there 

was an extreme famine where the Limbus resided. Tagera Ningwaphu handed Yuma a handful of 

grains to spread among her Limbu grand-grand children to save them from starving. Later, when 

the food started to flourish, the Limbus wanted to offer some to their God. Sodhung Lepmuba 

Akashdewa taught the Limbus the rituals of offerings. Then, the Shamans started following the 

same which is known as the Mundhum. 

Song: “Tagera ae..ae..niwafuma 

Ae..iksa ang hopte 

Khambay ang hopte 

Samjik thoktumlo 
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Mundhum thoktumlo”. 

Meaning: Our Lord, God has created heaven and earth. 

Melodic structure: S-R-G-P-D, GR GP GR S-, DR SS SD, RR RG GR S-. 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes used in Mundhum seems to belong from any 

raga of Bilawal or Kalyan thaat. 

TUMMYAHANG SAMLO: 

When the shamans in the Limbu society were not available to do the rituals, the wise Limbu 

man who knew the most about Limbu did the custom. They were known as Tumyahang. They 

exactly sang the same as the Mundhums but their notes were sustained and the whole of the song 

was lengthy which is also known as Mundhumiba? Tumyahang Samlo. 

Song: “Tutu Yombasuy a… 

Ae Tumyang Tumbusey a… 

Ae.. Suwang Tumbasey.. 

O…. haaaa…” 

Meaning: Oh! What great ancestors, our forefathers, we look up to you and bow     down our 

heads for all that you have done for us and our community. 

Melodic structure: S-g-m-P-n, Pmg nS, n SP, SS Sg Pm gPn--. 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes used in Tumyahang Samlo seems to belong 

from any Raga of Kafi thaat. 

HAAKPAAREY: 

Once a new baby girl was born in a Limbu house. At night, when everyone was sleeping 

deeply, Nawa Chosap Mang (who wrote the fortunes for the Limbus) (Bhagyavidata) visited the 

house to write the fate of the new born baby girl. After knowing her faith, the baby started to cry 

very loudly. Then, Nawa Chosap Mang shook the baby's cradle and sang a lullaby to make her 

sleep. Meanwhile, everyone else in the house heard that song in their dreams. After Nawa Chosap 

Mang left, the baby started to cry again, making everyone awake from their sleep. Her grandmother 

Shamgera Shamlodewama shook the baby’s cradle and sang the beautiful tune she heard in her 

dream, making the baby sleep peacefully. Later, when everyone was discussing who exactly sang 

while they were all asleep, a question arises ‘Haat-Paarey’ which means ‘who was the one who 

talked or sang?’ Not on time, that song was known as Haakpaarey and Shamgera Shamlodewama 

was considered as the one who started the actual song of Limbu other than what Shamans sang. 

Haakparey is sung on three different occasions: Birth ceremony (Imlo Samlo/ Aalolo), Marriage 

ceremony (Mekhim Samlo) and Funeral (Simering Haakparey Samlo). 

Haak Paarey in Marriage ceremony (Mekhim Samlo): 

Song: “Ae Orilo…. 

Ten, dhamni kamsero 

Maykhim, mang kamsero 
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Netti ang kamsero 

Fungwa ang kamsero 

Haakpaarey samlo 

Sam, mettum te? Rumlo” 

Meaning: O Rillo, may God bless this marriage and may your love for each other continue to 

grow. 

Melodic structure: S-R-G- m-P-D, Gm GR Gm GR GP, DP, G, PD SG Mg RS, DR SS SD. 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes used in Haak Paarey in marriage ceremony 

seems to belong from any Raga of Bilawal thaat. 

 

Haak Paarey in Birth ceremony (Imlo Samlo/ Aalolo): 

Song: “Aalolo Aalolo..Lo ae 

Haapmenlo ambee 

Feekmenlo naani 

Sammangle khepsu 

Aduklo ambee 

Aalolo aalolo loh..” 

 

Meaning: Aalolo..aalolo lo hey, don’t cry little child, don’t shout either, evil spirits will listen to 

your cry and will make you sick, aalolo aalolo, hey little child. 

Melodic structure: S-R-G-m-P-D, PD Sm G- , DR SS SD. 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes mostly used in Haak Paarey in the birth 

ceremony seems to belong from any Raga of Bilawal thaat. 

 

Haak Paarey in Funeral (Simering Haakparey Samlo): 

Song: “Ae..ae..ae.. 

Ae..ae..kaenu sodhok 

Kerekkey tayngnu 

Semmue enga k..ghose ambee,, 

Ae..aa..ae.. Sikkim..may niwa 

Menduk..kay pego..ae..ae..” 

Meaning: Ae..ae..ae..receive a goodbye from your fellow friends so that you can go without any 

hard feelings. 

Melodic structure: S-R-G-m-P-D, PD Sm, G, DS RS S- SD 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes mostly used in Haak Paarey in funeral 

ceremony seems to belong from any Raga of Bilawal thaat. 

PALAM: 

Once again, there was a famine in the Limbu community for they had stopped offering and 

praying to their Gods. In a small land, eight brothers and their sister named Iksiberai Tungnama 

lived. The brothers did the hunting and the sister did the household chores. One day, the brothers 
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were on the hunt and the sister was collecting the woods where she found a bird nest. Hoping for 

some eggs to eat, she took the nest to the house and found that there were seven seeds and not the 

eggs in the nest. Later that night in her vision Yuma appeared and said to sow them and that will 

help everyone from famine. The wheats were grown all over again after months. They offered 

some wheat to their Gods but they forgot to offer the birds who saved those seeds. Therefore, the 

birds started to eat the wheat on the field. They chased away those birds making sounds like 

‘Haa..’. They started to enjoy the togetherness of harvesting the paddy and expressed their joy by 

singing songs which are known as Palam. On Palam songs they even did the ‘Dhaan dance’. 

Song: “Say sayba chwattin 

Taak, tumlo.. ha,hai ha 

Ya?laak, le samlo 

Pattumlo…. Ha, hai ha” 

 

Meaning: Rejoice and fill up the jars because our lord has blessed with the sweet water, let’s hold 

each other’s hands and dance in our own Palam style.   

Melodic structure: S-R-G-m-P-D, PS R- Gm RS, PS RGR, GR SR GRD, PS RG R-, GR SDD. 

In context of North Indian Classical Thaat: The notes mostly used in Palam seems to belong from 

any Raga of Bilawal thaat. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

  The Limbu folk songs have very different and diverse characteristics when it comes to 

meaning and expression of the particular song. They are generally nature worshippers and their 

music and songs are mostly inclined towards nature and spirituality. 

The main purpose of the study is to identify and analyze the actual meaning of the Limbu folk 

songs that they have sung in their respective language. 

In this study, It was able to answer some of the real meanings of the songs and translate them into 

English language. From this research work, also able to analyze the melodic structure of Limbu 

folk songs in context of North Indian Classical Thaat. In my opinion as far as this dissertation is 

concerned the study has achieved its main goal and objectives. 

In this final part of my research work logically there are several points which were unapproachable 

due to shortage of time period and few of the inter-related topics specifically other different genres 

of Limbu folk songs have left which is very crucial to be answered in the further research. 
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